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compare bikes. The ZX series is what was known as the Ninja line of Kawasaki motorcycles in
the s and still carries the name today. This version used the J series bodywork with the only
notable differences being the "" stickers on the fairing. Radial-mounted four-piston brakes
replaced the previous six-piston brakes and the front forks were now inverted. Chassis
improvements resulted in higher rigidity and less weight. An all digital instrument panel was
also introduced and a larger ram-air intake inlet moved to the center over the headlight, running
through the headstock. The bike, designation B1H, carried over to the model year with just color
scheme changes. In , Kawasaki again revamped the ZX-6R. The aluminum frame was now
painted flat black, fairings were more round, and integrated turn signals were used euro model.
The exhaust was now centrally under the seat a configuration commonly referred to as an
undertail exhaust. For the second year in a row, the ZX-6RR again won the Supersport category
award for Masterbike and placed third overall. The bike carried over to the model year with
minor suspension changes and new color schemes. Previous years of the ZX-6R's engines were
all built from the same basic design, but the all-new engine for was redesigned from the
crankcase up. In following with what their competitors had already been doing, Kawasaki's new
engine featured a stacked gear arrangement in which the crankshaft, primary drive and
countershaft are placed in a triangular format for a shorter, more compact powerplant. Frame,
swingarm, suspension, brakes, and body were completely redesigned and the bike shares very
few parts from the previous model. The ZX-6R was carried over to the model year with just color
scheme changes. The greatest changes for were the redesign of the exhaust, now carried low
and not requiring the thick under-seat construction of and especially the introduction of the
Showa Big Piston Fork BPF [4] suspension for a more progressive brake-dive. The ZX-6R is
changing once more with an improved engine and slipper clutch. The exhaust pre-chamber has
more space and also limits exhaust noise giving the rider a smoother ride. New double bore
intake funnels features two available heights which gives performance upgrades in both high
and low engine speeds. The front seat is now lower. The ZX-6R is a brand new bike. The new
version has increased torque and horsepower, and the increased performance is apparent at
lower RPM. The right bar has bigger oil damper section, with regulated rebound and
compression damping. According to the manufacturer, this asymmetric design provides a
reduction of the friction inside the fork, significant mass loss and more friendly response of
suspension. The KTRC system uses manipulation of the ignition timing on all 3 traction control
modes, while mode 3 rain mode also uses a separate throttle controlled by the on-board
electronics, to allow faster reaction for wheel over-spin on slippery surfaces. Traction control
and power modes can be adjusted or turned off whenever the throttle is closed, even while
riding the bike. The bike is sold without a steering damper , as customer complaints about the
OEM steering damper on previous models prompted Kawasaki to discontinue this feature on
subsequent models. The claimed horsepower also sees a slight drop from the model's Also,
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Wikimedia Commons. Kawasaki Heavy Industries. Sport bike [1]. DFI with four 38 millimetres 1.
DFI with Keihin 38 millimetres 1. Uni-Trak with adjustable preload, compression and rebound
damping. Bottom-link Uni-Trak system with gas-charged shock, stepless rebound and
compression adjustability. Year Type. Versys KL Super Sherpa. Ninja Ninja SL. Ninja R. Ninja
ZXR. ZX Tomcat. Sport touring. Ninja H2 SX. Vulcan ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja ZX-RR. In it
got a beefier cc motor, which made it a much improved road tool. Thankfully Kawasaki
introduced suspension grease nipples on the J-series ZX-6Rs, so the shock has a better chance
of retaining some of its performance than previous efforts. The revised geometry makes for
improved cornering and the machine feels considerably lighter than before. The Kawasaki
ZX-6R's carb-fed, 16v four cylinder motor still sounds mega, with the gruff airbox roar that
makes caning these Kawasakis so addictive. In essentially the same bike was released with a cc
motor bringing even more road-friendly performance. Corrosion is the Kawasaki ZX-6R's
biggest bugbear. The J-series Kawasakis cost the same as their CBR and R6 rivals and yet offer
a less satisfying ride and much lower spec technology. Find a Kawasaki ZX-6R for sale. The fuel
tap hard to find and hard to operate on the move , screen brace, and analogue clocks date the
Kawasaki ZX-6R Js. On a positive note the mirrors are excellent, the pillion seat works for about
60 miles and the lights are bright. It claimed bhp and 52ft lb of torque. Read what they have to
say and what they like and dislike about the bike below. Pluses are the Michelin tyres and
scorpion exhaust. Minuses are cheap batteries they are a false economy. A sports bike that is
also really good for touring, done over a miles in a day at least a dozen times no problems.
Reliable, economical and comfortable, still fun to ride and way to maintain. Worst feature is that
it's getting a bit long in the tooth. Ride is dated by modern standards. Brakes are good if
cleaned annually,. Reliable and reasonably powerful. Requires plenty of gearbox work when on
the move, but way to drive around town. Easy to maintain, good build quality, strip and clean
brakes annually, and it just keeps going. May spend a bit more every few years to replace
something, new footpegs last year, new brake switch this year. No particular favourite feature,
needs a descent exhaust can, but be careful as they can mess up the power delivery. It's
properly comfy no long rides, the pillion seat is reasonable and the grab rails effective. I did 6,
miles on mine over three weeks, up to Norway then over to Russia and back. I wouldn't fancy
that on a new Absolute peach; pulls hard through a couple of power bands. Sounds fantastic. A
genuinely great engine. Engine, gearbox and clutch still feel factory fresh. Ridiculously cheap
for what they offer; pretty easy to work on. They look best in stock trim, although most have the
usual Demon Tweeks' accessories that don't really add much. The only really poor thing is the
silly positioning of the reserve fuel dial, which is a proper pain. Easy to maintain yourself with a
Haynes manual. I've made it mine by adding a cowl, hugger and screen and exhaust etc. I've
never had any other large sports bike over cc. But I don't see any reason to upgrade or sell. Its
happy on the roads, happy on the track and is still fast enough to keep up with some newer
bikes. I would say its an excellent bike to learn how to handle the extra power after riding 50cc
and cc bikes. Ride quality is brilliant. I've ridden it for hours on end with no issues. Excellent for
sunny day blasts. Can keep up with newer bikes on the track can easily match my mates 09 R6
on the track. Only issue I have ever had in 6 years is that the battery failed on me 10 miles from
home. Some corrosion in areas but its 15 years old and has being in the rain and salted uk
roads from time to time. My bike isn't one that only appears on dry, sunny days. Buying
experience: Bought my Zx6r J2 6 years ago with miles on the clock. Currently at miles and
going strong. Had the j1 model for the second year now and what a bike it is. I have had all sorts
of bikes from twins to triples and fours etc but this bike surprised me. Keep it in decent nick and
maintenance and it'l reward you immensely.. Comfortable on the road, Sharp enough on the
track,Long trip abroad no problem. Not done too much 2 up so cant say.. Fast group on
trackdays no problem, fuel economy brilliant, not the fastest out there but real world useable
power and still enough poke to exite or scare you. Its how you ride the bike not what you own.
Highly reccomended for anyone with or without much experience. I owned my ZX6R J1 for 2
years. And what a frustrating 2 years it was. The engine was very good with plenty of power and
a great noise, the build quality was good and it was very realiable, but unfortunately there were
massive handling issues with this bike: it simply didn't want to go round corners. I adjusted the
geometry and suspension and replaced the tyres with Bridgestones which definately helped
with turning but made the bike too unstable to be enjoyable. There were also a number of
'dated' parts to this bike analogue speedo, fuel tap, boxey fairing stay which i suppose helped
keep the price down compared to it's rivals. That said, i think the bike looks fantastic and seems
to be quicker in a straight line compared to it's rivals. However, for me that power isn't useable

because in the back of your mind, you're dreading the next corner wondering if you'll be able to
get around it. Maybe i had a bad one, but i would say definately try before you buy. Where do I
start? I had been riding around on an RS for almost a year before passing my bike test licence
loss and an extended test due to some creative lies on behalf of the Police The RS was fully
de-restricted with a few extras, it was light and easy to throw around and returned decent fuel
economy The Ninja feels a little heavier on the front but not drastically! The acceleration is
phenomenal compared to the RS. It could really be doing with slightly longer standard gearing
mind you. For 6 potters they have to be the worst brakes I have ever experienced! The bike
returns a very decent MPG although carb balancing every other month is required to keep
things running stutter free. I find it extremely comfortable over long distances, for a sports bike.
I have been to London and back on her with my only complaint being the weather freezing,
literally. Suspension wise I found the Ninja way to soft. Not to worry though as there is masses
of adjustments that can be made very easily make sure you know what you are doing first! I
have covered well over miles on her in just over 8 months and have used her for the daily
commute as well as fun at the weekends. The winter does take it's toll on things if proper
preventative maintenance isn't administered! The only major problem I had was the front
calipers requiring a strip-down and complete overhaul which wasn't bad considering they'd
never been done before and the bike is over 6 years old never improved braking though! Whilst
stripping the calipers themselves I witnessed, first hand, the extreme attention to detail and
precision engineering which is evident throughout the motorcycle. The materials used are also
of high quality and long lasting durability, a rarity these days! My main complaint with the bike,
apart from the front brakes, is the markings on the rear swing-arm that assist wheel alignment.
These are too far apart and too badly manufactured to ensure completely accurate
wheel-alignment! I'm sure that this is an over-sight on Kawasaki's part and has been remedied
on later models. If I could go back to before I bought this bike and start all over again I would
definitely pick the same bike over all the cc rivals. It's the one bike manufacturer that seems to
have a confused image in my mind I also wouldn't really consider any other bike manufacturer
in the same league as the top 4 Japs for the type of bike I like. The Kawasaki brand is burned
into my sole now The major plus point is just how flexible this bike is. It's as happy at going for
a Sunday morning blast as touring across Europe. My old Ducati used to make my shoulders
ache after miles or so but the ZX6R gives me no such problems, unlike my mates bikes. I took
the ZX6R to Germany in Summer '06, doing about miles per day try that on a , complete with
soft panniers, tank bag and a small rucksack. The bike stayed very composed and the luggage
didn't upset the bikes handling anywhere near as much as I expected it to. With luggage, it will
still happily cruise all day at mph but will easily run up to mph as and when you need to with
handling that was stable and good enough to be fun, if not exciting. As you would expect when
touring, I rode it in the rain and it stood outside overnight but I've had no problems with
corroded fasteners, though judging by the muck under the hugger, they're well worth having.
Without the luggage, I took it around the Nurburgring on my way back home. It was very
forgiving compared to the slow steering Ducati and saved me from at least one accident.
Sounds fantastic when you cane it, even without a race can and still plenty of bottom end too.
Loads of comments about the ZX6R being not as good on the road as the CBRF and not as
good on the track as the R6 which is a very pessimistic way of looking at it. Overall, it's
definitely a jack of all trades but that suits me fine. I went from a Honda nsr to a kawasaki ninja
and i actually find it nicer and easier to ride. The bike is smooth through all the gears and you
do not need to be redlining every gear to enjoy the bike. This bike is lovely to look at and a great
first bike. Passed my test Friday, took my bike out in the evening, scared myself, but the bike
was so nimble, so easy to handle and so forgiving. The standard exhaust sounds fantastic gong
through the gears and revs, its responsive and commands respect on the road. It is highly
fashionable, and although it has been replaced by the and different colour schemes it still looks
fantastic. Its seriously a unisexual bike, and will do what you tell it, if you have to go slow it will
and it can keep up with my mates TL Its a true mean fighting machine. Don't be put off if you are
a first timer like me, riding it is truly better than sex. Strengths: Its looks, handling, braking, ride
quality, comfy seat and ease of riding. Weaknesses: It really hates the damp and cold to get
started but hey who doesn't, but once started its fine. Having owned a Bandit for 2 years and a
CZ before that , I felt it was time for an upgrade. I'd ridden other larger bikes but there was
something about the Ninja that appealed. Now I own it and I have to say it really is perfect for
me. The handling is solid as a rock. The bike is so easy to control - if you want to ride slowly,
it's easy. If you want to go fast Bottom end and mid range power is surprisingly strong, but the
bike is an absolute blast 7k upwards. The power, coupled with the induction roar makes me
smile everytime. Weight is barely more than my old , and the handling seems even quicker in
the turn in. And it looks the nuts too. Strengths: Performance, looks, parts availability, fuel

economy Weaknesses: Some corrosion in annoying places, yellow Ninja decals on blue
paintscheme. Good solid yet fast bike. Rapid enough for a real blast and still sedate enough at
low speed for commuting, town riding, or riding in the wet. Strengths: Loves to be revved - let it
breath, grippy now its shod with the bridgestones, reliable and not too costly on servicing.
Weaknesses: Paint finish isn't the best, the standard tyres are crap, fairly hard ride, and the
colour as my bright green bike is clearly not bright enough as tw ts still pull out in front of me
Bought as a replacement for a GSXR Found my J1 twice as good in every department. As
standard it is good but spend a few pounds and it becomes a monster. Power is weak in the low
rev range but a dynojet sorts this out. Not met another that can keep up with it. The only drama
is the brakes. The rear may well not be there and the front as standard is dire. Strengths:
Handling, power, looks. Weaknesses: Standard brakes, have to be very positive with gear
changes, servicing costs. After owning an R6 I swore I'd never buy another sports But this
ZX-6R is by far and away the best I've ever ridden, and I've either owned, or ridden at length, all
of them. This mint one became available and I decided to take it out for a test. Supremely
comfortable, soooo easy to ride quickly with a much more even spread of power than the R6 or
even the new CBR Sport. Stunning looking too in green. Std Dunlop tyres ok for everyday but
not great for grip. Dunlop RR much much better. Generally great bike, goes,sounds much better
with micron system with dynojet. Brake upgrade transforms brakes. ZX9R who needs one? I've
only been riding for 2 years now and this is pretty much the perfect bike for me. Its more than
fast enough for the road, very agile with superb brakes and gearbox. Its difficult to see why I
could want any more than this bike offers - although maybe just a few more bhp wouldn't go
amiss - like another 40 or 50 perhaps. My first bike after learning to ride. I bought it after reading
the road tests at the time and it's been fantastic. I toured Scotland last year and did 2, miles in a
week with no problems. The standard suspension needs to be set up to really get the best out of
it. But when set up it handles very well. My two favourite things about the bike are the looks and
the amazing engine which howls around to the red line. I can't stop grinning when I ride it : I've
had two problems with the bike. The front struts both had seized adjusters from new and were
changed under warranty on the first service without any quibble. The paint on the wheels faded
badly and was again dealt with by my local dealer without charge. The only negative point about
the bike is when starting from cold, which usually takes a few attempts. I'm hoping Kawasaki
bring out a ZX10r which will be the only bike I might change to. It still keeps me happy long after
my last bike fazer got boring. The handling is predictable and the brakes are reasonable
sometimes fade in the wet. I hate the problems I have with starting the damn thing. Every other
bike I've used just fires up, this b stard just takes too much time. Starting this bike is like
making love to a beautiful woman - you flick the switch, twiddle the throttle and all seems to be
going swimmingly when all of a sudden the damn thing dies off with a cry of "I can't be
bothered I've got a headache. As for the bike, I've been led to understand that this is a common
Kawasaki trait. Anyway, apart from that this bike rocks and is more practical I must be getting
middle-aged than for example a R6. I recommend it to anyone. First big bike after owning an
Aprilia RS for 2 years Absolute excellent bike fun but easy to ride and very very fast and
comfortable. This is my first big bike. It is bloody great! Well done kawasaki! Love the handling
and the power of it compared to my old F2. Not quite as comfy but a hell of lot more fun to ride
with that growl it makes. Covered miles in two months not a problem with it so far and the tyres
have about miles left in them, they aren't bad at all but will be changing them for bts for the
summer next year, can't wait. Hopefully a trip to France is on the cards in about July so will be
able to give it some proper testing on some excellent roads. A very fast and confidence
instilling machine. Annoying high-pitched engine tapping noise, not sure if this is a normal
ZX6R trait but it is pissing me off might need valve adj at m service-will buy brand new next
time. Otherwise, looks and feels great. Battery died after 1 year due to alarm, Kawasaki would
not replace under warranty because the bike had an alarm fitted. Paint coming off on grab rails.
Apart from that everything about the bike is very good. Love the bike to bits. I would
recommend it to anyone. The only thing I don't like about it is the incredibly high service costs.
Awesome induction sound, Very Positive handling, on slightly toned down Performance Bike
settings better on bumpy lanes round near me The low speed engine ticking from the cylinder
head reed valves yes true believe it or not is a bit annoying, but only when I forget me earplugs.
First real sports bike owned, and I wouldn't change it for any other. Its as quick as you need it to
be on the road and it is brilliant on the track. Handles very well, very forgiving, brakes are
excellent and it is very comfortable. Only fault so far is that the paint seems a bit thin on the
wheels, well it is on the yellow one. Bad points: Back brake is crappenshite. Build quality is
poor, fairing panels move apart and hard to get back in place. Lots of corrosion in the nooks
and crannies, it's only been out in the bad weather a few times and then it was washed down.
Good job it's not my only bike or I would get rid of it for this reason; I haven't got the time to

meticulously wash a bike every time I use it. I seem to burn my boot heel onto the exhaust when
I've got my toes on the footpegs. Good points. The engine and the handling are superb. Whether
it's fast sweepers or bumby B roads, it's a blast. Went to Switzerland on it in June, covered
miles in 6 days and felt fine on it, from long stretches on the peage to the hairpins on the
mountain passes, the bike coped beautifully. Body felt fine but I got a sore ass, but I get that on
every bike if I do more than a couple of hundred miles a day. For the performance and the price
paid, it would be hard to beat. Until I got the WP shock the bike handled well but got out of
shape on bumpy roads. The new shock has transformed the bike. It was fitted by Wayne Lamb
at WP near Louth who also set up the shock and forks to suit my weight, riding style etc. It has
allowed an extra mph round corners due to better grip and confidence. Highly recommended.
Only problem is I'm now getting through tyres much too quickly. Very fast with a great smooth
engine and gearbox. Handling and front brakes are excellent. Controls are light and well placed.
Changed tyres from standard 's to Pilots Sports never liked 's , made bike feel much more
stable with loads of grip. Back brake is like a wet sponge. Engine fluffiness under 3k rpm in first
is a pain in town. What a bike, I love it. The back brake is my only disappointment though, not
very responsive. Luckily the front makes up for it. Handling ids out of this world, I'm on the
edge of the tyres trusting every bit of the bike. Recommend it to everyone, good motorway
muncher too. Great bike, shame about servicing costs. I also needed shims as well and
apparantly have a high spot on the cams. Looks great and handles as well as expected. I the
think I love about this bike is the all round appeal. I have sat on Gixer and R6 and I bet they feel
great on the track but not so great for everyday riding. On proper dry roads it corners like a
demon and sounds great even with the stock can. The brakes kick arse in any conditions and
the reliability so far has been faultless. Even though it's a new bike I think the header pipes ain't
gonna last as long as they should but that will just give me an excuse to swap them for a full
system. Planned purchases to get the most out the Summer are a KN filter, Stage 1 dyno-jet kit
and race can. I can't wait to hear it sing. Now that the bike is fully run in it is excellent to actually
open it up and feel the acceleration. I have managed to find some dry bits of road and the
handling is impressive. With pillion on the back started to feel a bit wallowy at speed, but I
found out that the 36psi Carnell recommended for the rear is different to the 42 Dunlop
recommends. Hoping to get some serious mileage in now, but no gripes really as yet. Alarm
kept false-alerting whilst locked in the garage though I think this was because it was starting to
drain the battery, I'm getting it checked anyway. I love this bike, having previously owned much
bigger bore sportsbikes I thought I might have been disappointed. After a quick test drive I
found myself handing over my hard earned cash rapidly for a black and silver model. I tested
the new CBR and R6, but felt this bike would be just as happy around town, thrashing around
France or scratching. The pillion seat is fairly comfortable, with the addition of a set of
throw-over sports panniers almost anything is possible. I only have two main complaints about
the bike - 1. Carburation suffers when riding long distances through wet weather, I've found
myself running on three or two cylinders in heavy rain, which may be something to do with the
huge ram-air intakes. A hugger would be better fitted standard, the rear shock spring has
already started to rust. All in all the bike has been brilliant, and with the addition of a few extras
is starting to look fairly trick. Can't recommend this bike enough as a brilliant all-rounder.
Superb all round bike, docile round town with great low down grunt for a four, but exciting top
end. Handling and brakes superb, very predictable, deceptively fast. Dials too small, but fairing
gives excellent protection, could do with a centre stand. Love the looks, insurance costs
excessive! Owners' rating 4. Specs Owners' reviews Bikes for sale For sale. View 6 images.
View bikes for sale. Warranty term Two year unlimited mileage. Model history Kawasaki ZX-6R
introduced. Other versions None. Engine 4 out of 5. Value vs rivals 4 out of 5 Never failed an
mot. Equipment 5 out of 5 Pluses are the Michelin tyres and scorpion exhaust. Engine 4 out of 5
when cruising down motorways i wish it had two more gears. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 tyres,
chain, oil just the normal stuff. Equipment 2 out of 5 What additional equipment. Engine 4 out of
5 Reliable and reasonably powerful. Equipment 4 out of 5 No particular favourite feature, needs
a descent exhaust can, but be careful as they can mess up the power delivery. Engine 5 out of 5
Absolute peach; pulls hard through a couple of power bands. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5
Ridiculously cheap for what they offer; pretty easy to work on. Equipment 5 out of 5 They look
best in stock trim, although most have the usual Demon Tweeks' accessories that don't really
add much. Engine 5 out of 5 Never had an issue with the engine. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5 Easy
to service yourself. Equipment 4 out of 5. Engine 5 out of 5. Value vs rivals 5 out of 5. Value vs
rivals 4 out of 5. Equipment 2 out of 5. Equipment 3 out of 5. Engine 3 out of 5. Kawasaki ZX-6R
motorcycle review - Riding. Medium Summary of owners' reviews. This anomaly of a supersport
bike arrived and died in the same year and on the face of it served very little purpose
whatsoever. What you should be interested in is the fact that this is a really good supersport

bike that has a low price tag, bags of grunt and pleasingly high old-school levels of comfort.
Amongst a claimed 40 engine mods, the motor received a 2mm larger bore at 68mm, giving it a
cc capacity, while the front suspension was upgraded via a new finish on the fork sliders,
uprated internals and revised damping rates. Big, comfortable and thanks to a motor with an
extra bit of grunt, the makes for an excellent day-to-day supersport bike. There is no need to rev
the nuts off the inline four, it has enough mid-range to allow you to take it easy when required
but also delivers a thrilling top-end zap alongside a wonderful airbox growl. This is a genuinely
comfortable supersport bike that is also extremely good in the bends. Yes, the brakes are left a
bit lacking, but treat it to a set of high-friction pads and some braided lines and you are well on
the way to curing this woe. But if you want something equally practical that is a bit different,
search out a Kawasaki Ninja ZX-6R as they are one of the hidden delights of the used bike
world. The first thing to check when buying a ZX-6R is the fact it is actually the cc model! If you
search the classified ads for a ZX-6R, a large number of the results are late-registered cc bikes
and not actually cc ones. The obvious clue is the big logo on the fairing panel, but if the bike
has an aftermarket fairing, just check its registration document for its capacity as well as the
engine itself to be on the safe side. Basics over, move onto the bikeâ€¦. In the early s, Kawasaki
relied on Tokico six-piston calipers to add some bite to their brakes and these are quite frankly
terrible when it comes to seized pistons. A real blight on the caliper, they require fairly regular
rebuilds as well as general maintenance frequent cleaning with brake cleaner and greasing the
pistons to ensure all works smoothly. On a used bike, always get the front end up in the air and
listen for dragging pads when the wheel is spinning as well as feeling for any pulsing on a test
ride that hints at a warped disc. As the ZX-6R still runs carbs, ensure the bike ticks over nicely
or you will be looking at spending a few quid to get the carbs balanced and also inspect the fuel
tap for leaks as these can fail and may require a rebuild. If it has an aftermarket exhaust fitted
most bikes will ask if the bike has been set-up via a carb kit to suit. In terms of the chassis, it is
general wear and tear issues so check the bearings head stock, wheels, swingarm as well as the
consumable items such as brake pads, chain and sprockets etc. Overall, the ZX-6R is a solid
bike, but it is also quite old now so do be on your toes when checking it over. Featuring a
radical new look, the B1H also came with a cc motor but it was significantly modified to boost
its performance and had a slipper clutch as standard. Which is great news if you are after a
well-priced practical supersport machine. One of the most active is To learn more about what
the spec sheet means, click here for our glossary. Looking for motorbike insurance? Get a
quote for this bike with Bennetts motorcycle insurance. By Jon Urry. What to look for: The first
thing to check when buying a ZX-6R is the fact it is actually the cc model! Basics over, move
onto the bikeâ€¦ In the early s, Kawasaki relied on Tokico six-piston calipers to add some bite to
their brakes and these are quite frankly terrible when it comes to seized pistons. Any updates?
Recommended articles. Kawasaki ZX-6R. Latest News from Bike Social. Used price. Bore x
Stroke. Engine layout. Inline four. Engine details. Liquid-cooled, 16v, DOHC. Top speed.
Average fuel consumption. Tank size. Max range to empty theoretical. Reserve capacity.
Aluminium perimeter. Front suspension. Front suspension adjustment. Fully adjustable. Rear
suspension. Rear suspension adjustment. Front brake. Rear brake. Front tyre. Rear tyre.
Ground clearance. Seat height. Dry weight. Back to Kawasaki Motorcycle Index Page. Click
photo to enlarge. It makes a great desktop image. On the one hand, it provides plenty of
sportbike performance, but on the other, the ZX-6 features a comfortable riding position,
civilized manners and an affordable price. More specifically, it is endowed with the performance
of a cc SuperSport champion, as well as with a low seat height, spacious cockpit and wide
power spread. Dual overhead cams actuate four extra-light valves per cylinder, and Kawasaki
Straight-Shot ports combine with narrow valve stems to provide free-flowing intake for quick
throttle response. Scoops at the front of the fairing supply cool air directly to the airbox, and at
highway speeds this becomes pressurized to help pack more fuel mixture from the 36mm
Keihin carburetors into the cylinders for increased power. A digital capacitor discharge ignition
CDI system ignites the mixture as its microprocessor-controlled timing is ultra-responsive to
engine speed and the system never needs adjustment. Burned gasses exit the engine through
two mufflers for smooth power throughout the rev range. Made from a welded aluminum sheet,
each section is precisely engineered to provide maximum rigidity with minimum weight.
Likewise, the extruded-aluminum swingarm is lightweight yet rigid. At the front end, a 41mm
fork provides exceptional rigidity for precise cornering. Preload and four-way rebound damping
adjustment allows the rider to fine-tune the front suspension for specific needs. With all the
power associated with a Kawasaki NINJA motorcycle, a comfortable layout and convenient
features, the ZX-6 satisfies a wide range of riders from daily commuters to weekend warriors.
New for is the ultimate open-class sportbike, the new ZXR which features more than updates,
enhancements and improvements to the engine, chassis, suspension and more. With a more

planted feel, lighter steering and more low- to mid-range power, the new ZXR is the bike of
choice for serious enthusiasts. Also, new for is the NINJA ZX-9R which bristles with a host of
performance and styling changes sure to blast it to the pinnacle of the liter class. A sportbike
with a touring heart. Check out the features and styling of this new model. In addition to these
particular racer replicas, Kawasaki also offers other sporting options. Whether the goal is track
time, canyon carving or NINJA performance at an economical price, all of these Kawasaki
motorcycles deliver experience you crave. Bore x Stroke 64 x Compression Ratio Specifications
are subject to change without notice, in accordance with national regulation and legislations.
You must be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner
and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great
years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been
incredible but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members,
thank you so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Be
the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment.
Make Kawasaki. Model Ninja. Approximately miles. Been sitting most of the last two years since
my daughters been born. She needs a swing set so Daddy's Ninja has to go! I am currently in
the process of riding out last year's tank of gasoline - which always included a bottle of Sta-bil.
Slight hesitation at low rpms until the old gas is gone - happens every spring. After that first
tank is gone the bike runs smooth and strong. Now on to the add-ons: -Ivan's jet kit and ignition
advancer. The perfect exhaust for this bike. Sound is absolutely amazing. If you're looking at
this listing you probably can appreciate the draw of this design. This bike had a cult following
during these years and buyers were so upset when Kawi left this design for the that Kawi ended
up bringing it back as a ZZR in later years. Bike got a brand new battery this spring. I also have
a yellow cowl cover that is not pictured that I will include with the sale. For those who don't like
the look of the rear seat. I hate to see this bike go - but it is priced to sell fast. It's a great ride tons of fun. Stored in climate controlled garage. Pros- Recently serviced carbs cleaned, valves
adjusted, oil and air filter, etc. I couldn't send it back due to the return policy so I made it work
see the pipe extension in the pictures. You could just get the pipe welded on but I knew I was
selling the bike so I made the rig. Model Ninja ZX-6R. Ninja ZX-6R. Lots of extras. Everything
works as it should. Clear title in hand. Runs and rides great! Bike was bought brand new in
Hardly ridden, always garaged. Some upgrades to exhaust, etc. Tires front and back
approximately 6 months old but hardly used as well. Comes with stands both front and backRuns great. Bought Harley so losing room in my garage. Model Ninja The bike garage kept, low
miles. Never stunted on rides and handle well. Newer tires. Model Ninja ZX-9R. There will be
more pictures available upon request. We also offer great financing terms for qualifying credit.
Call us for buying or trading your motorcycle, atv, or snowmobile. This is your chance to have a
custom motorcycle that will turn heads without destroying your savings. The frame and engine
are from a Kawasaki Mean Streak, but the tank and fenders are custom made and it's certainly a
custom ride today, not to mention it has less than 12K miles. The engine gets extra horsepower
from the Dynojet Power Commander. The short, custom-wrapped pipes produce a deep,
powerful sound. Unlike other bike-mods, the gas tank does not have any instrument panel and
the gas cap is in-set flush with a final twist. This allows for a one-of-a-kind Pantera-inspired
paint job that even includes a "CFH" Cowboys From Hell cutout in the back fender for the brake
light. It is, far-and-away, the best bike I've ever owned. I won't get too morbid, but the reason I'm
selling is because I've lost too many friends and family members to bike crashes and I've just
had enough. The joy of riding no longer outweighs the risk for me. This bike was sitting idle
garage kept for the past year, but I've recently had a local bike shop do a full inspection and
tune-up. The bike is ready for it's next adventure. Will you be the one to put the next 20K miles
on it? Notice: I have a clean title in-hand. No trades. Alamo Heights, TX. Huntington Beach, CA.
Davis, CA. Fairbury, IL. Rock Springs, WY. Laguna Niguel, CA. Bucksport, ME. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Ninja Zx6r. Year Make
Kawasaki Model Ninja. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over
1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Ninja Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Kawasaki's
ZX-6R was first introduced in and has been a source of much success for Kawasaki, both in the
sales charts and on the race track. In a surprising move though Kawasaki has gone over the
traditional cc SuperSport capacity limit to produce a new cc ZX-6R for the road going public.
Obviously this capacity increase will bring a small boost in both power and torque. The increase
to cc was achieved by the use of a 2mm larger bore, now out to 68mm. The exhaust system
appears externally as a , but features internal baffles for improved mid-range. The main
collector pipe has a full-diameter, unobstructed path to the silencer for maximum high-speed
exhaust flow. The Stainless muffler uses a lightweight aluminium cover, the muffler bolts are

treated to resist corrosion. Like a lot of the Kawasaki range the ZX-6R scores a larger shift shaft
for improved durability. Magnesium covers for the head, sump, clutch, generator and sprocket
help to reduce engine weight. The interior finish of the fork sliders is improve and along with
new damping rates delivers a more responsive action. A nitrogen charged rear piggyback
reservoir shock is fully adjustable and provides the facility to change the ride height. Differential
bore, 6-piston Tokico front brake calipers deliver superb braking performance with one 24mm
and two 27mm diameter pistons. The semi-floating, radially drilled mm stainless steel front disc
rotors are 5mm thick to resist heat induced warpage. The rear brake caliper assembly comes
directly from the ZX-9R. An aggressive new ZX-9R style upper fairing gives the a racy
appearance. For , Kawasaki took a novel approach to the highly competitive cc sports class - it
simply bored-out its ZX-6R engine by 2mm 0. This was made possible by an earlier change - the
model update had replaced the old engine's steel liners with a plated aluminium bore. The new
design gave extra space round the cylinders, which allowed the larger bore. The engine cases
had to be modified to provide more gasket area around the larger cylinders, and the cylinder
head was modified to provide the optimum combustion chamber shape for the new bore size.
Next, we added wild Super-wide inch rims, Z-rated radial rubber, and Moto-GP inspired
bodywork complete this rather tantalizing picture. You and your advantage will be long gone by
then. These new features, plus a host of additional design changes, are sure to leave the
competition hung out to dry. Composite chrome-plated cylinders with 5mm shorter skirts
reduce weight. The result is more mid-range punch than the competition. Design of the front
cowling directs air into the intake for improved efficiency. Revised shift drum cam profile for
improved shifting. Shift indicator lamp adjustable for engine rpm and brightness. Rake is 25
degrees. Moving the swingarm pivot forward helps shift weight bias onto the front wheel. New
top-out springs offer improved fork action under hard acceleration. Rear disc brake measures
mm and improved master cylinder ratios improve both feel and performance. Home
Manufacturer Contact. Kawasaki ZX-6R. Make Model. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder,
DOHC, 4 valves per cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Compression Ratio. Cooling System. Liquid cooled.
Exhaust System. Wet sump. Spark Plug. Motor Oil. Max Power. Max Torque. Wet, multiple discs,
cable operated. Final Drive. Aluminium, twin spar. Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear
Suspension. Bottom-Link Uni-Trak with gas-charged shock, way rebound, way compression
damping and spring preload adjustability. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Single
mm disc, 1 piston caliper. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Ground Clearance. Seat Height. Dry Weight.
Fuel Capacity. Top Speed. Without a back-to-back test of last year's ZX-6R and this 36cc larger
one, it's hard to tell. The ZX-6R was always a cracking sportsbike tool anyway, so anyone
expecting a midrange-laden super middleweight can walk away now and go buy a instead.
However, those wanting a brand new with subtle motor refinements, stick around Kawasaki's
choice of Circuit Pau to launch their new was smart. Set into a valley it twists and twines its way
all over the place. There's fifth-gear kneedown corners, a ridiculous first-gear chicane,
third-gear highsiders, everything. Sling in a variable track surface and you have the perfect
proofing ground for a sportsbike. Visually, the ZX-6R hasn't changed one blob apart from the
sticker on the side. The new capacity has been arrived at by reaming-out wahey! In essence, the
only marketing reason I could gather for Kawasaki doing this was "because there was some
space left in the motor, so we could," which is fair enough by me. I spoke to a couple of
insurance dudes and they both reckoned there would be no premium hike for riders buying a
over a So, let's ride. Small and roomy and dead smart in its new silver livery, the makes you feel
right at home straightaway. There's plenty of room to tuck away behind the screen, and the
stretch from arse to footpegs is as spacious as it ever was. Pull away and the clutch and
gearbox do their thing without cause for comment, which is unsurprising as they're unchanged
from every ZX-6 that went before. I spent a couple of hours learning the track before having a
proper think about the motor and handling. Skip to main content. Bikes for Sale Get Insurance.
Search form Search. Kawasaki ZX-6R Ninja review. Average: 4 1 vote. A sportsbike with
fantastic road going performance. Flexible engine with an addictive induction roar and
comfortable yet sporty riding position, it's good
2011 honda civic headlight bulb
2004 ford taurus repair manual
miata wave
for pillions too. Finish doesn't stand up well if left to the elements. Analogue clocks and a fuel
tap age the ZX-6R. ZX-6R Ninja Latest Reviews. Yamaha MT First road test, review and specs.
BMW R 18 first impressions after 50 miles. Triumph Trident Review A quick and classy A2
middle-weight. Latest Videos. Indian FTR first impressions review. Kawasaki Z real-world review
Part one. Related Articles. UK flooding uncovers a hoard of vintage motorcycle parts. Ducati

Panigale V4R Vs. Airstrip: How fast can it go? Triumph Rocket 3 TFC power and specs
confirmed. Triumph release new pictures and full Thruxton TFC spec. How toâ€¦ Fit an
Akrapovic full exhaust system to a Yamaha Tracer. Related Videos. Akrapovic release
spine-tingling tribute to superbikes. Masters of Dirt comes to the UK. Kawasaki pitch new ZZR
against Hayabusa. This website is owned and published by Crash Media Group Limited. The
total or partial reproduction of text, photographs or illustrations is not permitted in any form.

